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New ProSaw blade head
BOMFORD TURNER Ltd will be introducing two new products at this year’s SALTEX
Show:
 The ProSaw head that is suitable for use with either reach-arm mowers or
with telescopic handlers
 The 1.2m ProSweep with integral collector (see separate press release)
New ProSaw head
BOMFORD has extended its range of saw-blade cutting heads with the addition of
the new ProSaw head. The ProSaw is suitable for use with all sizes of Bomford
reach-arm mower, or an alternative model is available, that includes a frame – the
HRF (Hydraulic Reach Frame) - that enables the ProSaw to be mounted on a
telescopic handler.
The ProSaw is capable of cutting through branches up
to 20cm (8.0in) diameter, making it ideal for handling
over-grown vegetation or where conservation
stewardship schemes require hedges to be cut on a
less frequent basis, and so beyond the scope of
normal flail heads.
Three versions are available for use on conventional
reach-arm mowers, which have cutting widths of 1.6m,
2.0m and 2.4m. The ProSaw comprises of four circular
saw blades that are mounted in-line and are
hydraulically driven with a maximum power
consumption of just 20Kw.
For greater versatility, all three models can also be
mounted on a special frame that allows them to be used on a telescopic handler. To
enable this, the ProSaw saw-head is carried on the HRF extendable carriage, that is
adaptable for most common telescopic handler headstocks. For transport, the
ProSaw head is manually folded to bring it within the overall width of the telescopic
handler.
Two versions of the HRF carriage are available, both of which incorporate an integral
side boom facility that enables the ProSaw head to be extended sideways by up to
2.8m or 3.3m. The frame also features a hydraulic break-back that allows the
ProSaw head to swing up to 45° backwards in the event of an obstruction being hit,
or the head being over-loaded.
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